
Beardfest 2023 Lineup Blends Jazz and Jam: Mark Guiliana, Spafford, Isaiah
Sharkey, Snacktime, Dogs in a Pile, and more.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Hammonton, NJ – Beardfest just announced its 2023 lineup. The annual festival has evolved
from a hidden gem into a cult-following event that draws thousands of fans to the NJ Pine
Barrens’ Paradise Lakes Campground. This year's lineup features a strong showcase of jam,
jazz, dance, and guitar-driven artists, including Spafford, Mark Guiliana, Dogs in a Pile, Isaiah
Sharkey, Pink Talking Fish, Out of the Beardspace, and more.

Named after the NJ-based progressive jam band "Out of the Beardspace," Beardfest has
steadily grown to draw national acts without succumbing to the overcrowded chaos that makes
some larger festivals feel like a Lord-of-the-Flies experience. Each year, Beardfest attracts over
2,000 fans to its unique location in the picturesque NJ Pine Barrens, offering ample camping
space and a beautiful lake where attendees can swim next to the main stage.

"We're excited to bring back Beardfest for another year to showcase incredible talent and bring
our community together," said event organizer Jeremy Savo. "Whether you're a fan of jam, jazz,
funk, or dance music, Beardfest has something for everyone."

Community plays a big role in Beardfest. In addition to the music, the festival offers a variety of
workshops, activities, and interactive installations suitable for attendees of all ages. From fire
dancing to yoga and wellness classes, there’s something for everyone at Beardfest.

Tickets for Beardfest are available now on the event website, www.beardfest.net. The festival is
family-friendly, and children under 12 can attend for free.

About Beardfest: Beardfest is an annual music festival in Hammonton, NJ that celebrates the
joy of community and the power of music to bring people together. Named after the band “Out of
the Beardspace”, the festival features a diverse lineup of musical acts with a focus on jam, jazz,
funk, and dance music. Beardfest is committed to creating a safe, inclusive, and welcoming
environment for all attendees, regardless of gender, race, or background.


